
                           

Shiitake (shee-tah-kay) is an edible mushroom that has been cultivated in the orient for centuries. The 

name is taken from the “Shii” tree… closely related to our oak, which is one of the many species of tree on 
which it grows in nature. And, “take” is a Japanese word for mushroom…mushrooms from the “Shii” tree. 

In the United States, Shiitake was considered exotic just a few years ago. It is now considered a specialty 
gourmet mushroom. This reflects an increase in both supply and demand. 

Shiitake is the second most popular mushroom in the world below the Button Mushroom. Cultivation of 
Shiitake in the United States began in the early 1970’s. U.S. sales reached $2.7 million in 2000, up from $11 
million in 1993. Production and demand continues to grow. 

The number of U.S. Shiitake farmers is rising, though most of them operate on a small scale, some growers 
already use more than 10,000 (3 to 4, foot) long hardwood logs (2 to 8 inches in diameter) to produce 
Shiitake. Some even plan to expand to more than 100,000 logs (the size of some growers in 
Japan).http://sfp.ucdavis.edu/pubs/brochures/mushroom.html  

Production  

Shiitake can be grown on natural logs or on sawdust blocks. The production method depends on what you 
expect from this alternative crop. 

Natural Log Production  

Oak or Sweetgum Trees are best suited to grow on logs.  Cut logs to about 3 feet in length and about 4 to 5 
inches in diameter. Logs produce crops for 2 to 4 years. You get a natural crop each spring and fall, or you 
can force a crop every 3 months. Low expenses, small volume…extra income. This is an excellent way to 
begin growing mushrooms and learn the process.  

Sawdust Block Production  

Mushrooms grown on sawdust blocks can be purchased ready to produce. They must be grown in a climate-
controlled building; this is the best way for commercial production. Although the cost to grow sawdust 
blocks cost more, the higher cost produces larger volumes of mushrooms, with a higher price. This is a full 
time job that can produce a crop every month on sawdust blocks. 

Growing 

Shiitake Commercially       
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Recommendations  

Develop a Realistic Business Plan-Start Small to Learn 

Begin by Growing on Logs on a Small Scale 

For More Information Visit 

www.naturalmushrooms.com  

or email 

mnpasharon@ftcweb.net  

601-694-2893 

Mississippi Natural Products 

401 Main Ave 

Newhebron, Ms 39140 
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